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MyBestHelper named to BCIC-New Ventures
Competition’s Top 25

Last month, we told you about MyBestHelper, winner of 2011`s Vancouver Startup

Weekend and BCIC Mentor Program company that was selected by the Canadian

Innovation Exchange to participate in the Canadian Technology Accelerator. Click here

to view July 10th`s blog post.

Well, the Vancouver-based startup was recently shortlisted to the Top 25 companies

competing in the 2012 BCIC-New Ventures Competition with more than $235,000 in

prizes to be won.

Competition judges will announce the 10 finalists on September 4th but in the

meantime let's have a closer look at the Top 25. Over the next couple of weeks, BCIC

will spotlight each of the 25 finalists.

Everything today is online and on mobile, yet it's not any easier or faster to find child

care today than it was a decade ago, and families and caregivers are equally frustrated.

MyBestHelper brings an innovative solution: families can find, book and pay

trustworthy child caregivers for a flat fee of just $12.

MyBestHelper have an accomplished co-founder team that has implemented large

scale IT and digital media projects and is focused on "4G": Good - solving this real

problem, Great - dominating the market category, Global - being available world-wide

and Giving - back to communities and other entrepreneurs.

The 10 finalists of the 2012 BCIC-New Ventures Competition will be announced

September 4, 2012. Stay tuned!

Follow MyBestHelper on Facebook and Twitter!
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